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 I have only one week to get this right.  

 I’m not used to doing this here. I inhale, exhale, and start again. My vocal chords 

have already taken a beating, but that’s my own fault. I don’t need to be this loud; the 

arena’s workers give us microphones that can reach all parts of the arena. Also 

pointless. Everyone that I know would be sitting right in the front. Plus, the walls of my 

bathroom are thin.  

 My voice cracks again at the highest note. It’s supposed to be the most 

impressive, but my rusty skill makes it pitiful. Luckily, Mother and Father aren’t here to 

hear that. Both my parents are at their labs today, which is very rare. Usually one of 

them is attached to my schedule to make sure that I actually follow it. Follow it or not, 

I’d still be doing their bidding. When I’m not singing, I’m dragged to shadow their little 

laboratory shenanigans. But today they’re both out of the house, and that means I have 

all this marble to myself.  

 I move onto Primatora’s national anthem, the song I have trouble memorizing 

the most. I’ve always told my parents that they should have kicked up the concoction 

for retainment levels in my brain when I was created. My mind is used to songs with 

purely sound and not words, and that's how I prefer it to be. Words are extra sounds 

unfairly placed together, and they jumble up in my throat. It’s not a fun time trying to 

discern the two, but I was made to be one of the best, so the best I shall be. My mother’s 

Talent research team has no room for error they claim they can never have.  

 Even though our anthem is known and sung by everyone, they think a someone 

with the singing Talent can enforce more pride and unification into Primatora, as if they 

don’t already have enough. The Contrive crams everyone in the country, both 
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Genyunes and Blands under one roof, and everyone will be even more stir crazy for the 

Nium Contrive. Do we have a separate anthem for that? We shouldn’t, but we probably 

do. It would be just my luck if I tried to memorize the wrong thing.  

 I give up on singing and head downstairs to fix something up. I open up our 

automatic refrigerator, a tall titanium cylinder with a hollow inside and a little door 

below the holographic panel. This is my time to be indulgent, so I punch in the keypad 

for a chocolate iced milk. Not two minutes after my request, a ding from the little door 

sounds and it slides open, revealing liquid sugar with the perfect amount of ice, held in 

a crystal tumbler. I hold it to my mouth, the milky goodness soothing hours and hours 

of vocal torture. 

 “That’s not good for your throat, you know,” a voice rings out behind me.  

 Mother. I turned around to face her, my lips still on the crystal. Tall white heels, a 

white work dress, and her lab coat on. Even on her off days, which she practically never 

has, there has never been a time I saw her with a single gray hair out of place or her 

eyes not sharpening into my soul.  

 “My throat tells me right now that it’s good for me. Did you just get home?” 

What I actually wanted to know was Did you just hear the catastrophe upstairs?  

 “I did,” Mother says. So she didn't hear my rust. Good. “Though I’m not staying 

for long, and neither are you. The Nium Contrive is coming up, not to mention your 

first one ever, and your father and I would like to show you… possibilities for when 

you succeed.” 

 Possibilities. That’s how Mother puts it. She doesn’t call it what it is: alternate 

routes my life can take that can guarantee an outcome that is already preset for me. 
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There’s only two routes for me when the Nium Contrive happens. I win or I don’t. Both 

have me end up where I don’t care to go.  

 “You’ve already shown me the labs. And I need more practice.” 

 “Ria,” Mother starts with a sigh, “we didn’t design you to be stubborn. You will 

come on your own, or your Father will have you escorted by his security. Either way is 

comfortable with me.” 

 My headstrong levels are lower than my obedience levels, so I find myself 

pushing the front door open to a sleek white porter already lined up for us. Our driver, 

Jamison, stands at the nose, waiting for us. If I look down the street, two more porters 

are stationed at the curb. Little did Mother know that ‘coming on my own’ and 

‘escorted by security’ is really the same thing.  

 We climb into the back, which has wide porter seats facing one another and more 

than enough leg room. When I sit at one end, she makes a point to sit opposite and in 

front of me, so I have no choice but to look at her. The driver closes the door for us and 

hops into the driver’s seat. He looks at Mother through the rearview window. “Back to 

your labs again, Doctor?” 

 “Yes. But take us directly to the sector’s entrance, Jamison. You know which one. 

Thank you.” As soon as the wheels start moving, she clicks a button to raise the 

partition, then looks at me expectantly. “How much?” 

 “How much what?” 

 “How much did you practice?” 

 “I dunno. A couple hours, maybe? I decided to get some sleep this dawning.” 
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 “You’re overexerting yourself. Your father and I designed you to be perfect in 

your talent. Practice isn't even necessary in your blood. You should be focusing on your 

studies as well for the laboratories. Did you Inculcate today?” 

 “I’ll do that after. If Father and you don’t take up too much time showing around 

whatever it is you’re showing around, then—“ 

 “Inculcation is necessary. And it’s against the law if you don’t follow through 

within twenty-four hours.”  

 I waved my hand in the air. “We’re Genyunes. And high ones for that matter. I 

don’t think they’ll penalize me much, if at all.” 

 Mother thought about it, then tilted her head as if to agree. “That’s true.” 

 Now it’s my turn to ask. “What sector were you talking about? What, we’re not 

going through the front entrance?”  

 “Oh, just the usual. But I’m extra eager to bring you to the scenes. There are 

people there who would very much like to meet you before your first Contrive.” 

 “Why are they concerned with me?” 

 “Why, because you’re my daughter, of course! Who wouldn’t want to meet the 

daughter of the woman who’s Director of Personality and Talent Engineering? Not to 

mention the daughter of your father!” 

 My father, Director of Reaction Control. A Chymist, a chemistry talent. He 

currently runs the lab that created Primatora’s bread and butter, Scopo. Different 

variations of the serum make Contrive performers stronger, Genyunes smarter, and the 

Blands easier to manage. Although I’ve never understood how that’s possible by 
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making them more excited at the Contrives. It always seemed counterintuitive. I felt a 

slight tingle at the back of my head, and the thought went away. 

 “People are very curious,” Mother went on, “How the very people whose 

companies run Primatora made their ultimate creation.” She beams in my direction. 

 Mother has always had high pride levels, but it’s never been for me. Her mother 

designed it to be for herself when she was created. In her esteemed belief that she can 

design and create anyone’s child perfectly, I am supposed to be the epitome of that 

belief. And the pride levels that Mother made for me will never admit anything less.  

 Personality levels are commercialized and available nationwide. Even Blands can 

get them when they purchase a fertilized egg, although the higher each personality 

levels are, the more expensive it is. Most Blands don’t purchase a child with a humor 

level past Dial Five. Genyunes have enough chryso, the Primatoran currency, to 

purchase personality levels to where it actually counts, and if a couple was wealthy 

enough, they’re able to purchase talents. A talent, even at Dial Five, costs a fortune, and 

both sets of my grandparents had enough to make my parents altums: Genyunes whose 

talent level is the highest in the community. My mother is an Innov, a engineering 

talent. Personality and Talent Engineering existed way before she took over, but she’s an 

altum, so she assumed her position in the company when she was merely my age, 20. 

 The Nium Contrive is coming up, a Contrive falling on the thousand-year mark 

since the first Contrive started. The event itself is the same: three kinds of talents stand 

before the population of Primatora in Prime Arena and perform in front of the arena’s 

judges. It’s a live advertisement for newly paired Genyunes who are looking for which 

talent to insert their custom kid, or companies to scout for who to invest in and sponsor. 
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The more uncommon the Contrive, the more hype gets placed behind it. Deca Contrives 

that happen every decade brings much more promotion than Contrives on random, 

regular years. But the event happens every month, every year, so the only reason why 

people build hype over it is because there’s another word behind ‘Contrive.’  

 My parents chose me to be a Siren, a singing talent. One of the most expensive 

talents, singing talents are the most wanted talent but the most rare, so that makes me 

the altum of the community. It wouldn’t be much, but lucky for me, our community 

happens to be Tessen, the capital of Primatora. My parents happen to be Geo and Cordia, 

leading talents in the country. My first performance in the Contrive happens to be the 

Nium Contrive, the third one ever and the most uncommon.  

 There are wagers placed on my head, sponsors that I can’t place the name of, and 

people who praise me but don’t even know what I look like (a salt and pepper bob cut 

and a button nose, by the way.) If I win, I’m the new ambassador, the face of all things 

Personality and Talent Engineering. Mother flaunts her proof and her marketing 

numbers skyrocket. If I fail, Father spathes me until I become a Bland and I am sent off 

to join the army.  

 I have been told that I am their star child, with high levels of obedience, pride, 

and competition.  

 I have been told that I have no room for incompetence, desperation, or hesitation.   

 I have been told that I will not fail.  

 I tell myself that I cannot.   
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